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Appointments
Expected
Tonight
One permanent member and
one temporary member are expected to be appointed to the
Student Council when it meets tonight in the Student Union.
The permanent appointment will
be made to fill the vacancy left
when President Al Alton resigned
under the pressure of other work.
Aiton says he must complete 59
units and do outside work in ad
dition.
The temporary vacancy to 1,.
filled is left by Verne Williams.
who has joined the Naval Resers,.
and expects to leave about September 25 for New York where he
will sail on a cruise to Cuba.
WILLIAMS UNDECIDED
Williams said he was in the dark
concerning his plans after his one month cruise, He said he was not
sure whether he might be pushed
into shore school in the East immediately or would have the option of deferring that part of the
training until next summer. Admittance to the shore school, he said.
would, in any event, hinge upon
attaining the rank of midshipman
by examination at the end of I tie
cruise.
PAYNE DUE ROME
Bob Payne. who as vice-presi’ontinued on Page Three)

Local Station To
Broadcast State
Football Games
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(ENROLLMENT BREAKS
1939 MARK; 4053
itEGISTER FOR CLASSES
,Increase Normal, Says Registrar,
Tomorrow Last Day To Add Courses
Breaking last year’s enrollment record, San Jose State college
closed its registration period Tuesday afternoon with 4053 students.
This new record surpasses last year’s record of 3880 students by
173.
Looking back over a period of some seven years the increased enrollment is normal, stated Joe H. West, Registrar.
The registration figures for this
period show the following increases: 1933, 2434; 1934, 2637; 1935,
2763; 1936, 2947; 1937, 3117; 1938,
3448; 1939, 3880; 1940, 4053. By
averaging the total registration
figures there is an increase of
slightly over 200 students annually.
Calamity’s questions: Who lost
It is of the greatest imisirtance
her dress? Did you lose the
that students register with the
"Road to Mandalay"? Who’s so
Registrar’s office as well as with
nearsighted he can’t find his
the class instructor if they expect
glasses? Are you milli’s a sweater
to receive credit. Tomorrow is defor overcoat? It
t be a man
initely the last day to add courses,
who can’t find his mirror.
stated Mr. West.
Well, you losers had better
start claiming or you’ll be minus
for good! The shelves of the Lost
and Found are piled high and
the first of next week marks
the beginning of a sale to clear
them. Every article goes to the
highest bidder. And, say, don’t
think there aren’t some bargains ---Leather jackets, nice
All college students, except those
wooly overcoats, umbrellas gawhose primary interest is outside
lore! Sweaters, hats, binders,
and who go to school only
shoes, mirrors, galoshes, a vest, work
for lack of something else to do,
and some keys. Need a new pen?
cannot receive California State
There are lots of them there, not
insurance, accordto mention numerous books and Unemployment
ing to information received by
a good leather coat.
Pltntan, Dean of Men.
Wardrobe worriers, save your Paul M.
The limitations have been placed
pennies.
upon the insurance plan in order
to stop former misuse of the insurance benefits by college students
throughout the state, according to
Pitman.
Violators of the set will he forced, by law, to pay a triple indemnity to the state. This will not apply to cheeks received by any applicant which covers the week before whim’ and rOvOis 011 this week,
San Jose state college’s march- says Pitman.
ing band, now enlarged to 125
laelallOr may appear at the San
Diego game. on Octiotwr Ii, in
I brand mien gold -and -white twill
!uniforms. announces Thomas E.
Eagan. director. Measurements are
Students were given an oppornow being taken for the uniforms.
tunity to inspect the new club
This will be the band’s fifteenth
rooms of the college VW and
active year, according to Eagan.
YMCA at 120 E. San Antonio
who has been in charge for the
Street when an Open House Tea
last live years.
was held from 3 to 5 &Hoek yesDomtlas ilarvIlle. new head thrum
terday afternoon.
major, replaces Carlisle Kramer,
Guests were welcomed by Clare
WhO graduated last June. ills asBrown Harris, new executive secsistants are Ray ))))) nd %idler and
retary Helen Price YWCA presiHoward Peters.
dent; and Ruth Ann Bondurant,
Diminutive Janie May Reed will
chairman of the Hostess and Houscontinue as the band’s only majoring commute.
eft... She was chosen national!
Posters showing the varied ’Y’
champion baton-twirling majorette.
activities were displayed, and reat this year’s State Fair in Sae- ’
freshments were 5rr.,1 Ottrinc the
ramento.
afternoon.

Going, Going .
Lost -Found Sale

No Unemployment
Insurance For
College Students

Why shouldn’t she be happy? Miss Gay Van Perre, secretary of
the Student Council, is the first co-ed in San Jose State College
history to take over duties of Student Body presidenteven if it
is only temporarily. Bob Payne, vice president, is expected back
from Panama where he is on a cruise with the Naval Reserve
Corps. Payne succeeds Al Aiton who resigned due to outside work
and a heavy schedule.
Should Bob Payne not return within the next month the council
will take steps to elect a new president.

MARCHING BAND
SALEABLE TEXTS s Registration ENLARGED:. NEW
NEEDED BY NEW Dance Opens UNIFORMS SOON
BOOK EXCHANGE Stcial Year

San Jose State college tool
ball fans who don’t have an opportunity to see the "Flying
Spartans" in action will be able
Sending out a call for all saleSeveral thousand students dancto hear a majority of the g
on the air, according to KQW of- able hooks of any clasmitication, ed to Latin rhythms as introduced
ficials.
the Student Book Exchange con- by Bill Van %leek, student councilAt the present time sponsor tinues to offer used textbooks to man, at the annual registration
trouble is holding up the making
the students at prices far below dance in the ten’s gym Tuesday
of final plans to broadcast five
evening. according to Social Afand possibly six of the Spartan the normal market values, accord- fairs Chairman. Walt Curry.
games, stated Ray Lewis. KQW ing to the Exchange committee.
An exhibition La Conga was
official.
Designed to benefit the students, demonstrated by Van Vleck and
However, the Montana Stateland operated entirely on the re- , Jeannette Medved, students. The
San Jose game Monday night
turns from a small service fee, performance was followed by a
will definitely be broadcast at
Exchange turns what would ’general student participation in
the
8:30 p.m.. he added.
!different dances directed by Van
Plans call for the broadcasting ordinarily go into profits into
Vleck.
of five games and the Elk’s lower prices and higher returns
The dance, the first social event
Charity game, If orrangementa for the original owners.
of the college season, was a stag
can be male with the Elk e Unsold hooks are returned to affair with admission restricted to
mitte4,. According to Mr. Lewis.
holders of student hody cards and
all Spartan genies that do not their owners each Monday In the
their guests.
conflict with regularly sponsored Student Union. Books that are
iif
football games, will he broad- sold will be taxed a maxi
cast for San Joseans.
five rents service fee; there ssitt
be no charge on unsold I be.
Texts on Mathematics, Chem .try, Analytic Geometry and a
of other subjects are need.
tsi, declares the C.mmitt,e, 111’,1111
SilldIMIS to place their ilsoel tf,:x
1.01’ sale with the Students ExTryouts for the opening drama of the San Jost. Players’ lf110-hi
ehange. Texts on Accounting, Poh’Mitch Ado .Shout Nothing". will he held in the Little Theater
season.
PsycholSciences,
TWO students in the Civil Aero. 1 ical and Social
September 23, from 1 Si, 6 o’clock. announces Hugh
and Natural Sri - Monday tate
Education
..:y.
notifies Authority 4.0111MOO at San
today.
sale
department.
still
on
Speech
are
the
’we
of
head
Gillis,
Jose Stale college last year, Jame.
All students are invited to try ont by Mr. Gillis. who states that
Raney
I John Jithanson, ha,.
no previous esperienee is neeessary.
secured positions Ma student
pilots with the United Air Line, Registrar’s Office
Books of the play are on reserve in the library for those siho
it wan announced today. They are
know the script, according to James Clancy, who will direct Ilie
not
Issues Warning
to start work immediately.
proilmIlon. Memorization of the parts is not necessary, says Clancy.
Johanson was in the first exwho suggests, how 1.5 Pr, that students interested have some idea of the
Is the last day to add ’ part for n bleb they n Ish to voinpete.
perimental CAA course here and
T lllllll
has not as yet completed his courses to study lists.
Many comic characters as well as straight roles are found in
course. Bailey, a journalism major,
Candidates for December grad- Shakespeare’s play. Information concerning the drama. tryouts, or types
lii the Regiwas actively connected with the uation should I’
of either Mr. Clancy .r Mr. OM% In
State Flying club and graduated strar’s office and file application of characters may he requested
the Speech department.
last year.
not later than September 28.

UNITED AIR
LINES PLACE
CAA. STUDENTS

,.,riety

Drama Tryouts
SELECTION OF CAST FOR PLAY
STARTS MONDAY AFTERNOON

YW-YMCA HAS
OPEN HOUSE

Open House At
Catholic Center
First open house of the Newtan club’s fall season will be held
this afternoon at 79 South First
street from 3 to 6 p.m. Dancing,
ping-pang. billiards, and bowling
will provide entertainment. An
Catholic students and their hien&
are welcome

’Daily Will Be
Daily Next Week
The Spartan Daily will go on
its regular schedule of daily
publications Monday. Recording
to the editorial department. It
will appear on the campus every
morning at S.
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FDR Approves
College Education;
’Patriotic Duty’

Nothing ,,,i(or’s
.m
Sacred ...id..

Dedicated to the best interests of San lose State

Through
The
Perry-scope

note: The following
Entered as second class matter at the San Jose Post Office
to college faculty
Published every school day by the Associated Stucle-nh of San JiWe State College-Street
was restudents
First
and
Smith
hers
1445
I
111’11
435
Columbia
Co.
Printing
Globe
of
Press
_
ceived as a circular letter and
Subscription 7154 per quarter or $1.50 per year. _
THE NEWS SERVICES point seemed of sufficient interest to
Outside of the negative and tiesEditorials and features appearing in the Spartan Daily reflect the viewpoint
out that "The patriots are loose warrant publication:
of the writer and make no claim to represent student or college opinion, nor Ora
pressing
by
fact that State lost be first
mean
they
by
suppose
are
I
again."
editorials
Unsigned
policy.
own
they necessarily expressive of the Daily’s
ttCPO
that that America’s colleges and
.1 n- football game in many moons, the
the editor.
had
pi,
who
people
some
young
are working day-shift
CARL (PONY) SWENSON ’universities
:cur
enter college this fall, as nicest important news of the
EDITOR
again, but that’s a biased way to tied to
Phone Columbia 4405
343 E. Reed St.
well as a number of those who at- rent week Is the resignation of the
students
UC
2000
When
it.
look
at
Office Phone, Ballard 7800
year, are in- top student, Al Alton.
(Ballard 7802 after 5 p.m.)
surrounded Sather Gate in a tended college last
tending to interrupt their educaComiag back to town last week,
Prexy,
,
to
protest"
"whispered
DON ANDERSON
BUSINESS MANAGER
lion at this time because they feelWere1met
,..1.
!Sproul’s public approval of the 1,l
with a bewildering
Phone Ballard 6089-M
409 South Fifth St.
Burke-Wadsworth bill, the city that it is more patriotic to work deluge of rumors about the student
Office Phone, Ballard 7800
(Ballard 7802 after 5 p.m.)
papers made a great to-do about , in a shipyard, or to enlist in the ,
council. It began to look for a
the several radicals who advocated; Army or Navy, than it is to attend
decision
would
college.
Such
a
be
time as if Bill Van Vleck and Gay
remember
1
violent protest. I don’t
anybody saying "millions for owl unfortunate.
. Van Porte were to be the only ones
.
We must have well-educated and left.
new campusbut not one cent for
A story was prepared for publidefense", but they might as well I intelligent citizens who have sound
In a message that Franklin D. Roosevelt asked all school have said it. At any rate, after judgmentin dealingwith the diffi- cation,ed fact,
o cst, stating that
resigned
that
administrators to publish or post conspicuously, the presi- September 16th, we are all in viol- cult problems of t day. We must Pay had
the
dent of the United States asks all college undergraduates, oat protest to anything the gov- also have scientists, engineers, until the various vacancies on had
advocatesaccording to economists, and other people ivith august student governing body
or those planning to continue in postgraduate fields, to con- ernment
the news services. I’m voting on specialized knowledge, to plan and been tilled and some decision made
sider the acquisition of a college education not only as a the Townsend ticket myself- - to build for national defense as to solve the dilemna, Gay Van
as
well,
duty
’patriotic
but
a
opportunity
sort
of
special
they’re opposed to any more wars, well as for social and economic /Wee would hold the job.
progress. Young people should lye
Of course’, MiSS Van Per-re is
He points out that the country is in just as great need
*
advised that it is their patriotic holding the job at present and,
trained engineers, scientists and economists as it is of Thin
column is
ill,’,Itinf
duty to continue the normal course it might be added, she seems: to be
shipyard workers and Army and Navy regulars or reserves. . filling about seventodo inhothteser
inches
of their education, unless and until
-- getting along all right
by they are called, so that they will
It seems rather pointless for a young man to spend four space’, inbugt I hope
The return of Payne will lift
to six years in a college or university, planning to enter some it eventually. The title means what 1 itx. well prepared for greatest
They usew,,, frosts the shoulders of the council
it
saysnothing
sacred,within
fulness
to
their
country.
than
practical
more
that
requires
much
specialized field
III a rather bewilderitsg problem, howlimits, of coarse’ We are limited to be promptly notified if they are
knowledge, then to decide on the spur of the moment to i certain
extent by the administra- needed for other patriotic services. ..ver. Now it does not has en to de,stis, how to choose a new presiforget all of this technical training in deference to a job that ’t ion, and justly so, and since every
Franklin D. Roosevelt. dent or decide
whether Gay Van
seems more directly to serve the best interests of the coun- ,vriter on this paper has about
appointed secretary by the
.1800 censors, critics, friends-whotry.
cheer niensbers of the eounell,
If is even more senseless for parents to plan and sacri- like-it-but-could-do-it-better, and
legally hold the top spot
proofreaders, the field for subjects
NOTICE
fice for years to send their sons to college, to do without 11 t
ormanentiv.
be
ti 11
"ti ’ ed ’
-*
even the smallest of luxui4es and often f..e necessities of life ory definitely hounded. Comments
.., !! I got back to Alton it
in order to fulfill this aim: then, before that education is .,re welcomed. Criticism -well, use Signed articles reflect oru, I li nu,’ have taken a lot of tough
complete or even vaguely realized, to have their sons turn Your own judgment. We all have opinion of the writer; not fleet’s- ;bulking to gn up thief lob withsarily that of the Spartan Daily.
I
Irking a bow
expensive training to fields where practical knowledge and ") make a

Shipyards or Offices? . . .

1.. , It

living.
often different types of intellect are necessary.
This isn’t to say that college students should feel themselves exempted, by their natures, from an active interest It’s A Tradition!
and participation in the political and economical defenses of
their country. But what many students seem to overlook is We Don’t Smoke
that the very field they may be studying to enter is in some
ways even more to the point than a more obvious one. After In The Quads
all, any field that benefits the structures of the American
government is patriotic in a definite measure.
Traditions are sacred!
The army and Navy, direct evidences of American One of the many traditions et
loyalty to American principles, can no more operate with-1 San Jose State which is gradually
out economic planning and foresight than they can without brought to the observation of nex
udents every year is the one conthe mechanical ingenuity that builds their ordinances.
cerning where to smoke and when-"
It’s time collegiate America awoke to the fact that the not to smoke.
basis for the country was planned and approved by college! There are no signs telling you
men and it has succeeded because the universities continue’ not to smoke here or there but
tradition dictates a few simple
to pour forth thousands of trained minds and reflexes to take don’ts" in
regard to smoking
up the ever-increasing burden of self- government.
t bout the campus:
We impose upon ourselves complex ways of living and I. No smoking in the rooms or
of thinking; but the question is, is it more important to pro- halls.
tect those ways than it is to perpetuate them? Are we to 2. No smoking in the main Quail.
S. No smoking in the rear Quad.
work in the shipyards or the offices?
.t. No smoking in Student Union

Graham.

*-

ounge.

NOTICE

All contributions to this 1i:wt.
must be in by 1:30 of the day b’ fore they are expected to be published.

Special and "T" students are not
eligible for Inter-society.
Dean Dimmick.
Please type all contributions to
the feature page.

Artists Materials
1111 OILSWATER COLORS
PASTELSARTIST’S CANVAS
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS
WRICO LETTERING GUIDES

SPECIAL: I 2x16 CANVAS
BOARD-1 6c
DRAWING SUPPLIES
112 SO. 2ND ST.
SAN JOSE PAINT &
WALL PAPER CO.

San Jose’s Newest
COMPLETE ART STORE
DRAFTINGGIFTSSCHOOL SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN PENS-250 to $12.75
B1NDERS$1.25 to $2.75
OIL PAINTSHi-Test-25o to 35ti ea.
SCHMINCKE OIL PAINTS-25r to 500 ea.
SARGENT POSTER PAINT SETS$1.20 to $3.00 Set
CHARCOAL PAPER
PASTELS
MECHANICAL DAW1NG SETS$4.20 UP
PAPERSCRAYONSPASTELSLEATHER SUPPLIES

WATSON --- HAYES
95 E. SAN ANTONIO STREET
PHONE BALLARD 5080
EXHIBITIONS CHANGED EVERY TWO WEEKS
Now on ExhibifGouaches by Louis La Barbera

Add Zest to Your Daily Life
Chew Delicious
DOUBLEMINT GUM

easy way to get a
Discover for yourself this
activities: Chew refreshbigger kick out of daily
GUM.
ing DOUBLEMINT
it is to chew. Well,
You know how much fun smooth, springy
there’s extra fun chewing lots of delicious,
DOUBLEMINT GUM and enjoying
long-lasting flavor.
treat daily helps
And chewing this healthful
tension. Aids your
nervous
pent-up
relieve
your breath
digestion, too, and helps sweeten
attractive.
and keep your teeth
refreshing
Treat yourself to healthful,
day.
every
DOUBLEMINT GUM

Buy several packages of 0OUBLEMINT GUM

today
VI.

JAMENNe.

1=111111
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SEASON DRAMA TICKETS Orchesis To Hold
NOW ON SALE IN SPEECH First Meeting At
OFFICE AT SPECIAL RATES 4 O’clock Today
ad dolit

is, the

Gillis Urges Immediate Purchase
As Only 100 Seats Available
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Season books for this year’s production of the San Jose Players
campus dramatic group, are now on sale in the Speech office, in Room
159, at the prices of $1 for students and $2 general admission, according to Hugh Gillis, head of the Speech department.
SPECIAL RATES
Special rates for student books are made possible by the support
from student body funds, according
to Mr. Gillis.
Season book holders are entitled
to reserved seats for each of the
six regular productions and any
special plays of the year. Those interested in securing good seats are
urged by Mr. Gillis to either purchase or reserve them immediately
James
Director
Drama
since
Clancy announced that almost two
hundred of the three hundred seats
available have already been reserved by mail or telephone.
SALE LIMITED
Sale of student books will be
limited to two weeks.
What is described as "an elaborate production" of Shakespeare’s.
"Much Ado About Nothing", ssill
open the San JOrie Players’ twelfth
annual season on October 24
and 25.

Wanted - Horn Players,
’Cellists Too
- Wanted! French horn players!
’Cellists, as well as French
horn players, are entirely too
scarce in San Jose State college’s Music department to permit the band and the symphony
orchestra to maintain their former standard of excellence, according to Adolph W. Berstein,
department !Wad.
The horn players are particularly in demand. Berstein remarked.
"We suffer with them," he admitted. "hut we suffer even more
without them."
Attractive incentive for enrolling BA a French here player
should be the opportunity to
parade about the stadium on
game nights In the snappy new
minoring, Berstein pointed out.

Spartan Knights
Hold First Meeting
Tonight At 7:15

Spartan Knights, men’s honorary service fraternity, will hold
their first meeting of the quarter
tonight at 7:15 in the Spartan Stag
building in the east quad, according to Harvey White, Duke.
Discussion and planning of the
new Knight-Tau Delt co-op house
will occupy the major portion of
the business meeting.
White declares it is important
that all Knights planning to live atl First meeting of the quarter of
the house signify their intentions the Women’s Swimming club, sponimmediately, preferably at to- weed by AVVA recreation council,
night’s meeting.
will he held Monday evening from
7 to 9 in the college pool, announces Ming Gail Tucker, swimming instructor.

WOMEN’S SWIM
GROUP MEETS
MONDAY NIGHT

NEW INSTRUCTORS
ADDED TO POLICE
SCHOOL FACULTY

Membership in the club provides
’men students of different ahiiia’s with the opportunity to imTwo new instructors have been prove their diving, endurance, and
added to the Police school faculty, speed. explained Miss Tucker.
announces Mhis Ha Minter, secreWomen with an approval from
tary.
the Health office are eligible to
Colonel L. M. Farrell, retired Join.
anny officer, will teach military
Norma Ojstedt, swimmer and
tactics to the Police school stud- diver, is president of the group.
ents, while Officer John Collins of
Activities of the quarter include
the San Jose police department reinter-class swim meets, nation ,I
places Sergeant Brown as instructform s1,,
telegraphic meets,
or of gunnery.
meets, and the annual swim extravaganza.

NOTICE

_41

NOTICE
All notices must be turned
into the Publications Office by
I:30 of the afternoon before publication. Please type
whenever possible, and keep the
notice brief.

All social sororities are requested to look in the Co-op boxes and
on the bulletin board for a ’schedule of flower arrangements for the
Student Union. Rano Desmond.
WANTED: A girl to share an
apartment with two other girls. It
Interested, Inquire at 460 S. 6th St
Apt. 4, Rent Reasonable.

California’s Early
History Shown In
Library Exhibit

POYTRESS SAYS SENIORS
CAN DEFER COMPULSORY
MILITARY TRAINING
A senior college student worried about the poss ibilit y of being
conscripted for a year’s training as provided by the new conscription
law should have nothing to fear, according to Dr. William Poytreak
head of the San Jose State college Social Science department.
HAS OPTION
"As the law reads, any student may defer his training period
until after July 1, 1941. After that date all students ,-egardless of
status must serve their year of I
training when called."
"I was questioned
regarding
law at a recent faculty meeting,"
stated Dr. Poytress. "At that ."-e

thisICURE FOR GATE
RECEIPT LOSS
regarding the possibility of mar*
students having their educational DISCOVERED

schedules upset in their last year
by having to serve a year’s trainA sure-fire cure for any shortage
ing period in the army. My answer
of gate receipts during the currant
was the same at that time. Seniors
who want to continue in school football season has been discovered
by Music Department Bead Adolph
Ithis year will be able to do so."
W. Berstein.
NO FACILITIES
"I doubt very much," Dr. Poy- I
"It isn’t a matter of winning
tress continued, "if the law was every game," he pointed out yesintended to force large groups of
terday in an interview. "Suspense
college men into the army. Prac-

tically speaking the army hasn’t Is everything. A town which knows
the facilities for housing these men its team is going to win by fifty
Early history of California and at this time anyhow."
points is not going to turn out in
particularly that of San Francisco
Asked regarding the extent of droves to witness the game; it is
conies to life in the pages of the
, pacifistic feeling that may exist in merely going to consult the sports
sereral books now on exhibIt in
the school, Dr. Poytress agreed page the next morning to find out
the library. Along with the reprothat there was some such senti- t be exact score."
ductions of sketches of San Franlie stopped to examine a handment, but as to its strength or I
cisco in 1849, the books form a
reason for existence he was not carved Chinese baton which lay
haste for study of Just what is inat his fingertips.
Sum
volved behind the curtains of the
"The way to get ’em out there,"
San Francisco Exposition on Treashe said, coming direct to the
ure Island.
point, "is to win each and every
A record of events kept by John
game by a score of 6-7, or by a
A. Sutter and his clerks at New
score of 13-14, with an occasional
Helvetia, California, from Septem3-0 thrown in."
ber, 1845, to May, 1848, proves to
be an exciting compilation of all
A meeting of all men now on
happenings of interest in that NYA will be held in the Morn.
region.
Dailey auditorium today at 12-15
A collection of woodcuts and en- announces Dean of Men Paul PitWhat is Germany fighting
gravings, "This Was California", man.
This meeting will include all
is reminiscent of historical events,
for?Materings Things?
human achievements, and triviali- those who desire positions on the
What is England Fighting
ties from pioneer days to the Gay rolls during the fall quarter, and
for?Spiritual Ideals’
Ninetien.
It was assembled by is of utmost importance, emphasized the Dean.
Sheldon Pennoyer.

NYA Men Meet In
Auditorium Today

COUNCIL APPOINTMENTS
EXPECTED TONIGHT
!training until next summer.
COUNCIL TO APPOINT
The council will make the apsume the presidency vacated by
pointments under the power given
A ton, will be back at the college ’ it by an amendment passed last
’ September 28, according to latest ’spring to provide for vacancies left
information. He is away at pres- when members went out on stuent on a one-month’s cruise to dent teaching jobs.
Gay Van Perre, secretary of the I
Cuba and Panama with the Naval
I Reserve but it is understood that, body, is acting as temporary presiif admitted to the shore school, he dent until Payne’s return, while
will take advantage of the provi- George Jorgensen is temporarily
,.ion allowing him to defer the, assuming Miss Van Perre’s duties
(Continued from Page One)

dent of the student body, will as-

FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES
We lend coffee makers for
your parties.
SPECIAL PRICES---GOOD COFFEE

6 lbs. $1.00
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH

Sociology
IA,
Tuesday
and
Thursday at 2, wills Mr. Rendahl,
will meet In Room 139 instead of
Room 20.

OTHER COFFEE 9c PER LB. UP

14005E04u

for your

Convenience
15c & 25c

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Supplies
Photographic
Equipment
For the Amateur Photographer

279 South First St.

Orchesig, women’s honorary
dunce group, will hold Its first
meeting of the quarter from 4:00
to 4:30 today in the Women’s gym,
according to Miss Marjorie Lucas,
faculty adviser.
Associated Women’s Activities
sponsor this group comprised of 21
members.
New organization under A.W.A.,
and plans for a winter quarter program will be disduised under the
direction of President Glenna Belle
Nloenning.
Charlotte Morley has been appointed accompanist for all Orches is activities,
Regular meetings will be held in
the dance studio every Tuesday
from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. for the rest
of the quarter, Miss Lama stated.

EAST SAN ANTONIO
AT FOURTH STREET

’
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"ACOFFEE SPICES

SANTA CLARA ST.GITHI RD
FREE DELIVERY

PHONE BAL, 3168

What is the central purpose of YOUR life?
To getor to give?

Spiritual development is even
more important than mental
and physical. Students with a
real future will reserve time for
all three.
While at State attend the church of
your choice.

For those not attending elsewhere, this is a cordial invitation
to attend the

COLLEGE CLASS
(SEATS 90FIFTH YEAR
both sexes)
Come for the opening session
next

Sunday, Sept. 22, 10 a.m.
FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH
SANTA CLARA AT FIFTH
Three Teachers Bring Variety
of Exprience
JOHN D. CRUMMEY
Pres, Food Machinery Corp.
LEONARD DAHLQUIST
Gen. Sec’y Y.M.C.A.
PAUL M. PITMAN
cntlerut

Mr. Crummey will speak
Nest SundayI0 a.m.
Subjec4.
"I DO NOT BELIEVE IN GOD,

How

OR DO 17"
does my belief or unbelief
effect my life?"

Class Attendants:
Rents% Sunday afternoon, Oct. is to
get acquainted, mole now frIsnds,
and ranee old ones at the horn, of
Mr. arid Mrs. Crurnmay
SselmmingTennssGamin
MAKE THE COLLEGE CLASS
A PART OF YOUR COLLEGE
LIFE

SPARTAN DAILY, l’HURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 19, 1940
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Dr. Barry Wins . .

CO-ED FORSAKES
JUST AMONG OURSELVES
JOURNALISM
FOR SHAKESPEARE
By DR. T. W. MacQUARRIE

1 hope )01.1 will read this column you cart in the front, the north
even if you don’t read another and the south quads. (If you could
this whole term. I’m sorry to keep away from the gateway and
bother you but it’s housekeeping doubt they do the same thing at
Barbara Pulitzer, the grand
again. There are a few things we the doorways, that would help, too.
should get together on, and that ’Several doorways look bad and 1111We if the world’s fa lllll us pubright away. (Thank you, so far.) ’smell bad. The front gateway looks lisher, the late Joseph Pulitzer,
Parking. It’s quite a problem, pretty bad at times, too, but founder of the New York World,
but it can be worse, if we are care- there’s more ventilation. I know caused a mild riot that 1111,14 the
less or poor drivers. Please park we haven’t r aint,.;11 janitor SITVIO., general routine of registration on
perpendicular to the curb. Come certainly we have tai valet s(’rvice. Morality, when she decided to forin square, a two-point landing. but it’s a public college, fun for sake a career in journalism for a
Don’t use up any more space than all of us, not for a careless few. course In classical English.
you can help. If you don’t make Please help to keep the place ’ Bent on signing Miss Pulitzer;
for their respective departments,:
it the first time, pull out and neat.)
come in again. Be careful also Certainly was nice to see the Mn’. Dwight Bentel, head of the ;
when you open your door. Yes. I gang again. Dear me, what a lot Journalism department, and Dr.!
know, someone else slammed you, of new people. I hope you won’t Ilaymond 13arry, head of the Engbut you’re a college student now, mind if I say hello when I see lish department, expounded the
and college students sake the lead you. I shall probably not know ’twits of their departments for 1
ou by name unless you have been the benefit of Miss Pulitzer.
in courtesy.
Just when peace had been reSmoking. Please do not smoke in ; up for consideration by the scholthe buildings, the main quad or arship committee. Still, I’d like to ..t tired and Mr. Rentel prepared
the east (rear) quad. That is a greet you anyway. I’m willing to I,, boast that lw had signed Miss
custom we have adhered to for a take the lead in that here on the Pulitzer on the dotted line for a
good many years. You are quite campus, but not down town. It’s course in journalism, the English ’
rIcpartment head with his fine talk
welcome to get all the inspiration your lead there.
rig
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TYPEWRITERS

I

attfrae, ate24,. )

ALL MAKES

SPECIAL RENTAL RATES TO STUDENTS

s

Real Bargains in used Standard and Portable models
A I Typewriters sold on terms like rental payment,.
Expert repair service, ribbon and carbon paper

OtAh ’VW &Ida,

Official Factory Distributors

I GM ht(rehae-02,

: ROYAL : UNDERWOOD

Portable Typewrite,,CORONA

9rtme,stix

HUNTER’S

Telephone Ballard 4234
E San Fernando St.

Very Latest Models

Office- sSatno rje. sEeq.

imernnit. Co.

(North Side of San Fernando Street]
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AT A 25
SAYING

A FEW EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE SAV NGS

Title
Author
New Used
Webb & S: Elem. Te,k!’..3
2.75
2.05
Green & J: H. S. Tests
3.50
2.60
Brooks: Child Psych.
3.00
2.25
’,Aursell: Ed Psych.
2.35
1.80
Rogers: Hist. Philosophy
2.75
2.05
Smith: Philosophers Speak
4.50
3.40
Fairchild: Economics
3.00
2.25
Ferguson: Hist. Music
3.75
2.70
Bailey: Diplomatic Hist.
4.25
3.20
Osburn & N: Sociology.
3.50
2.60
Ross: Sociology
4.00
3.00
Barnes: Society in Trans.:
3.75
2.80
Prather: Money and Banking
4.00
3.00
Klimm et al: Econ Geog.
4.00
Stein: Labor Probs.
3.50
Hicks: Federal Union
3.50
Hall & A: Hist. England
4.50 3.40
Gilliam: Cont. Civil. Spartan Shoppe
(Formerly Called Co-op)
Munro: Govts. Europe
4.00
3.00
Munro: Natl. Govts.
3.00
2.25
Robinson & B: Retail Store Org.
4.00
3.00
Converse: Marketing . .
4.00
3.00
White: Public Administration
4.00
3.00
Untermeyer: Living Verse
1.15
Duncan & P: World of In
3.50
2.60
1(irkland: Econ. History
3.75
2.80
Harris & L: Everyday Foods
1.68
1.25
Chaney & A: Nutrition . .
3.00
2.25
Wilmot & B: Food for Family
3.00
2.25
Hess: Textile Fibres
2.40
1.80

STUDY
LAMPS
INDIRECT LIGHT

Title
Author
Hawk & B: Physio. Chem.
Whitton: Inter. Decorations
Brown & H: Teaching Home Econ
French: Engineering Drawing
Brink: Trig ..... ......... ..
Brink: lnterm. Algebra
Reitz & C: College Algebra
I eve: Anal. Geometry
,e: D. & I. Calc.
.hatfield: Airplane Engine
Brimm & B: Airplane Maintenance
Davis & Foote: Surveying
Willard & F: Quant. Analysis
Richardson & S: General College Chem
McPherson at al: Chemistry . ..
Francis & M: Fund. Chem.
Bogart: Fund. Chem
Getman & D: Theor. Chem.
..
Mathews: Bio. Chem.
..
Longwell: Geology
Skilling: Astronomy
r.ti,,tafsen: Conservation 1, i 1 C
.)ey: College Physics
Henney: Radio
.
Hegner: College Zoology
Brown: Plant Kingdom
Essig: Inscets .
Curtis & G: Zoology
Roos: Illustrated Art History
Hotchkis<: Outlines Advertising
Newloye. Accounting

USED WEBSTER’S
COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARIES
$2.80

New
8.00
3.50

3.00
2.00
1.35
1.85
2.75
3.00
3.00
2.50
5.00
3.25
3.75
3.75
3.00
2.75
3.75
4.00
3.75
3.00
3.00
3.75
3.50
3.75
3.75
7.50
3.75
2.50
4.00
4.50

Used
6.00
2.60
1.55
2.25
1.50
1.00
I .30
2.05
2.25
2.25
1.85
3.75
2.40
2.80
2.80
2.25
2.05
2.80
3.00
2.80
2.2!
2.25
2.80
2.60
2.80
2.80
2.80
1.85
3.00
3.40

New
1.60
4.00

Title
Author
Bowman: Shorthand Dictation
Dillavon & H: Bus. Law 1940
Dillavan & H: Bus, Law 1933
Leslie & Z: Speed Drills
Gregg: Shorthand
Cornell & M: Bus. Org.
Zutavern & B: Consumer Invests.
Kelley: Accounting
Fisher: College Typing
McKinsey & P: Bookkeeping
Hepner: Bus. Psych.
Moore: Bus. Psych.
Jenkins: Psych. in Industry
Meyers & W: Intro. to Educ.
Foster & H: Kindergarten
Lee & L: Child & Curriculum
Cubberly: Hist. Educ.
Douglas: Mod. Sec. Educ.
Shaffer: Beowulf to Hardy
Robbins & C: West. World Lit
Smart: Eng. Rev. Grammar
Untermeyer: British Poetry
Benet & P: Oxford Authology
Boyd: Preventive Medicine
Kirkpatrick & H: Fund. Health
Rand: Growth Child
Best & T: Living Body
Kimber: Anatomy & Physio.
Diehl: Living Body
!ham: Anatomy

SPECIAL
GENUINE COWHIDE
ZIPPER BINDERS

$2.35
OTHERS-15c to $3.95

1.50
1.50
1.96
2.00
3.25
1.36
1.68
4.00
4.00
2.50
3.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
3.00
3.00
3.50
1.25
3.50
4.50
5.00
3.80
2.75
3.60
3.00
2.50

Used
1.20
3.00
2.00
1.10
1.10
1.50
1.50
2.40
1.00
1.25
3.00
3.00
1.85
2.25
1.85
2.25
2.60
2.25
2.25
2.60
.90
2.60
3.40
2.50
2.80
2.05
2.55
2.25
1.85

BEST GRADE

FILLER PAPER
200 Sheets
ft

25c

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
THE FRIENDLY STUDENT STORE

134 E. SAN FERNANDO
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GRIDDERS LICK
WOUNDS OF
MONDAY CLASH

\ 11.1111 I

\

-I

140

SPARTA’ SCOOTER

San Jose gridnicti suffered noire
than a 10 to 0 loss to Texas A.
1. Monday night ,a checkup of injuriee incurred by Ow Spartans
reveals.
Most of the players who were in
the game for any length of time at
all suffered lime burns, brought
about by the rainfall which dampened unslacked lime with which
the field was lined. This, coupled
with perspiration from the bodies
of the players, made the lime it
burning agent. which penetrated
the jerseys of the players.
Most seriously burned were
George Terry, end, and Captain
Kenny Cook, who played the full
60 minutes. Cook left the game almost completely covered with lime
burns. Terry’s burns were mostly
about his face and arnis.
Although causing considerable
discomfort, the burns are not expected to keep Cook and Terry, or
others whose burns were of a minor nature, from practice this week.
Although the majority of Spartans came out of the fray a bruised
lot after 60 minutes of contact
with the burly Texas team, few
serious injuries were reported.
Jim Wilson. who went the full
distance against the Javelinas, suffered a bone bruise im his rilit
leg. However, he is expected to be
in shape for the Montana State
and Utah games next week.
Rex Pursell, right halfback, who
played practically the whole game
against Texas, came out of the
fray pretty badly bruised. Pursell’es
rugged type of defensive play was
one of the brighter spots on the
San Jose side of the ledger.
Good news was forthcoming in
the announcement that Bud Nygren, who saw action in the final
quarter, came through the contest
without further injury to a
Charlie horse which threatened for
S time to keep him out of the
game entirely.
Nygren’s leg is healing rapidly.
out barring lurtlier injury he vs ill
te able to give the bruised Pursell
aluable aid during next week’s

With basketball season hovering icksen, Pete Filice, and Warren
over the not too distant future, Sunzeri, forwards, and Bill HelCoach Walt McPherson is already bush, John Chiappe, and Bert Roblaying plans for what promises to inson, guards.
be the best team since the chamNEWCOMERS GOOD
A good-looking flock of newe pionship-winning days of 1937.
Initial practice sessions are ers and Jaycee transfers have regscheduled to start about the first istered to swell the casaba roster.
of October with two night sessions Bill Crowley, first stringer at forweekly. McPherson plans to speed ward last year until he was ruled
up practice to four nights a week ineligible, will return for another
early in November, with practice try. From eight there will be Jim
games following about the middle Flake, 6 foot 3 inch forward from
Taft, ’Dutch" Boyser, rugged 6
of the month.
foot forward from Marin, and
OPENER SET
First of the scheduled games Minot> Seibert, 6 foot 6 inch center
will be played here on January 3. from Reedley. Others are Delbert
opening with Utah State college. Bolan, forward, from Santa Ana,
The following night the barnstorm- Don Texdahl, San Jose frosh centing Marshall College quintet of er of two years ago. Fred KmetoWest Virginia invades Spartan pa- vle, former San Jose HI center,
vilion. Marshall College was con- Ernie Allen’ guard from Mann.
sidered one of the hottest teams and John Waffington. gridder front
in the country last year, and ! Idaho, who will try for a guard
boasts of decisive victories over post. Returning after absence of a
1City College of New York and year from varsity competition is
Long Island University, two of the Milt" Pyle’
still others who have signed for
best Eastern outfits,
a try at a varsity berth are Bob
McPherson states that a Stan - Baines, Marvin Dillwood, William
ford series is scheduled for this
Converse, John Eikenberry, Lewis
season, the first meeting with
LeRoy Kulgow, Al Moniz,
Stanford since "Hank" Luisetti
Al Nevtiove, Al Olsen, Henry Waland his teammates left Spartan
term, Jack McCune, and Bill ’Weaspavilion after barely nosing out el’ Duran, the latter a diminutive
San Jose in 1937. McPherson hints varsity baseball player who is said
that there is also a strong possibil- to possess
basketball possibilities.
ity of playing the University of
California.
.
NOTICE
’ In C.C.A.A. league competition
San Jose will play four each with
Will all last year’s Student
Santa Barbara, San Diego, and
Fresno State colleges, in a double Union girls please come to a meeting this afternoon at 1:30. You are
round-robin schedule.
needed to help for at least a month
VETERANS BACK
Returning from last year’s team, until the Freshman girls who will
which ended a so-so season in take charge become acquainted
, great style with a double win over with the duties of the Student
the favored San Diego Aztecs, are Union. Thanks for your cooperaCaptain Hal Carruth, Jimmie tion.
Moore, Stu Carter, Ernie Figone.
Jane Desmond
A.W.A. Student Union
and Milt Bachman at forwards.
Dick Uhrhammer, George Ford,
Girls Chr.
and Usher Tucker, centers, and
..tohn Allen. Truck" Tornell, Frank
Smock
and Tam:
Meeting
Maestri, and Charlie Sturz, guards. Thursday night. Sept. 25 at 7:30
l’o from a good 1939 frosh team p.m. Watch paper for place.
K. Hughes
to a c hination of sietM tort aad it hefty it ill eorne Kaleb Borg. Roy Diedertill gh stv
Texas foruard o all in Vi 011110 1110V. game, here’s ont 01 Sparta’s
mighty mites oho is expected to do plenty of rambling from the left
halfback post before the %111,iittl is far :iiisanced. Minter gave Alonday
thrill. devite the tail lw was bottled up
than
night’s ITIM it
MI of the evening. once on 13 ird punt return, 111111 again when
tor
Fred
1 scooted for a touchdoon after taking a pass fr
he al
Lindsay as the half ended. That play was good for 34 yards.

Aubrey "Mule" Minter

BE BEAUTIFUL GALS!
Shampoo and Finger Wave --50c
PERMANENTS ---$1.95 up

MACKENZIE BEAUTY SHOP
432 E. SANTA CLARA ST. Bet. 9th and 10th
HELEN GRUBB
LYDIA RAN DAZZO

DRESS UP
FOR

FALL!!
2 Piece Suits $15.75$19.75
Slacks$5.95 to $8.50
Sport Coats$12.50
Mention represent ye

I .\ I I;:

Basketball Outlook
Best In Years As
Vets, Stars Report

name when buy ngDon Anderson

BROOKS CLOTHING CO.
119 SOUTH FIRST STREET

BEN’S GOING TO PLAY
SAFE FROM NOW ON!

Coach Ben Winkelman isn’t going to take any more chances of
NOTICES
rain helping to lose another football game for him this season. He’s
going to be prepared.
krt couneil: Important mertIrg
With the possibility of a wet
, 19:00 sharp. In SemTue.day
field existing for the Montana
inar. All members be there.
State game next week, Ben con, templates sending his charges
Wanted one ride to Butte, MOD’ through some wet weather drills
Monday night. eon- ’ this week. if Jup Pluvius a ill he
tams for g
tact nu. i
AlatclY in Co-alt box., so kind Os to dampen Spartan
Stadium. as of Monday night.
Tont Taylor.
And if ’Jun Pluvius is not so in’
As ’Coo Like It" club meets to- :eluded, Ben is still figuring., at
ing the turf soaked by the &round
day at noon in 11 3.
, crew, after which his bays will
Found: student body yard with take the field and get used to a
Apply at slippery oval.
George ’Terry’s
Montana is reported to have
Information of rice.
. dirt gri&ron, wW,11
1’000000 000000000.*
DIAMONDS

CHARLES S. GREGORY
Jos, mar

matters even further should it de
cide to rain for the game.
Rain or shine. Vinkelman plans
plenty of fundamenal work coupled with serimma,
before Sundr.’s tak.,-off
NIIM=111111111

Brehm Bros.
Garage
4TH & SAN FERNANDO
OPEN ALL NITE
Special Rates To
College Students
Car Washing
Storage
Lubrication, Etc.

Ballard 772

If you Ire looking for good fc i.itaifl zervice
and fine food come over N., 1.he

of

Distinctive Jewelry

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

Specially designed pins for
organizations. Best quality
At n,iresih,t plseiss.

221 E. San Fernando St.
(JUST ACROSS THE STREET)

607 First Nat. Bank Bldg.
6th Floor

Full Line of Stationery Supplies
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SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CONCERT TO FEATURE
BENNING DEXTER
this ven’s Fifth Symphony.
Soloist will be Benning Dexter,
quarter’s concert by the college
Symphony orchestra was released piano instructor who appeared last
A

complete

program

for

late yesterday by Adolph W. Ot- year in two Joint recitals with his
tersteln, Music department head. wife, Mrs. Betty Barbour Dexter,
The program, to be played late violin-cellist. Dexter will play
in the quarter, will include a Bach Brahm’s First Piano Concerto in F
toccata and fugue, and Beetho- Minor.

Five Concerts Former Faculty
For Spring
Member, Noted

NEW MEN’S CO-OP ’UNIQUE PLAY BY O’NEILL
DISCUSSED
OPENS SPRING QUARTER
MONDAY AT 12:15 DRAMATIC SEASON
Definite plans for a new male
student cooperative house are to
be made at a meeting of the pro,
pective members Monday at 12 1.,
in Room 119 provided that enough
!guaranteeing fees have been paid
to Controller Neil Thomas by
that time, according to Frank DeVore, member of Spartan Hall.
If enough members have paid
their fees before the meeting, definite plans will be made for tt. e

)65

NOTICE

dergarten-Primary association, and
at the time of her death she was
vice-president of the National Edu45 cation association.

Tau Den officers will meet
Thursday, today, noon. Luncheon
NOTICES
meeting tomorrow noon for all
Orcheals: Short business meetmembers.
lag today from 4 to 4:30 in WoImen’s gym. Important!
There will be a meeting of all
Little Sisters assigned to Genevieve
There will be a meeting of Little
Peddlcord in Room 39 today at 4 Sisters assigned to Patty Popp too’clock.
day at 4 o’clock in Room 21.

’Morning Becomes Electra’ Has
Dinner Time Intermission
High-point of the San Jose Players’ twelfth annual season and
twenty-ninth active year of production will be Eugene O’Neill’s sis
hour trilogy, "Mourning Becomes Electra", announces Speech Department Head Hugh Gillis.
Opening the spring quarter, O’Neill’s drama will offer en inn.
vation in the form of an intermission at dinner time, necessitated by

opening of a house on the first .4
the length of the production. Ten- ,
October.

tative plans call for the play
I
8
’.tart at 6:30 with dinner from to
drama
of
the
rest
and
the
8:45
to
following intermission, Mr. Gillis
says.
Opening the Players’ 1940-41

STATE MERMAIDS’
RECREATIONAL
SWIM SCHEDULED

Educator, Dies

Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge,
patron of chamber music who
sponsored a recital by a San FranWord has been received of the
cisco professional group here last
Chasteen,
winter, has annovriced her inten- death of Miss Evelyn
tion to sponsor a series of five con- San Jose State college graduate
certs to be given on the campus and former member of the faculty
teaching in the kindergarten-priduring next April and May.
Playing will be the Pro Arte mary department from 1922 to
String Quartet of Brussels, Bel- 1927.
gium. Mrs. Coolidge will contribute! Since leaving this institution she
$1500 to the cost of the series, taught in the Oakland public
Adolph W. Otterstein, Music de- ’ schools. She became prominent in
partment head, said, while the ’educational circles where she held
raise Ifor two years the position as presiMusic department must
dent of the California State Kin$1000.

19, 1940

Recreational swimming for wo1men students has been scheduled
i for Monday, Wednesday, and Fri1day from 12 to 1, announced Miss
Gail Tucker, swimming instructor,
yesterday.
’

Any woman student with an approval from the’ Health office is
eligible. Swimmers are requested ,
bring their own caps.
A
rd is on attendance at all
!limes.
,

season will be Shakespeare’s
"Much Ado About Nothing", to
be presented October 24 and 25.
Tryouts for this drama will be held
in the Little Theater Monday afternoon, September 23, from 4 to
6, announces Mr. Gillis.

I

,

, Schmidt Becomes
J.C. Police Head

to

TWENTY GUESTS
ATTEND A.P.O.
SMOKER
Alpha Pi Omega, campus social
fraternity, opened rushing activities last night with a smoker held
all the De Anza hod, according to
Bob Shipley, president.
With twenty guests present, pictures of the 1939 Spartan football
team were shown, along with talks
by Coach Ben Winkelman and
Dean of Men Paul Pitman.

Quickly

SPORT i
BARBER SHOP

SAN JOSE PLAYERS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Please Reserve for Me:
Seats Numbered
For (Thursday or Friday)
Name
Address

Row

City

It is understood that these tickets will be held in reserve for me until I am notified in September of the opening of sales.
At that time I
may cancel my reservation without any obligation having been incurred.

(Shakespeare’s funniest and most famous comedy)

December 5, 6---Family Portrait
by Coffe and Cowan
(A dramatic presentation of the family of Jesus)

January 30, 31 ---The Father,
by August Strindberg
(The best drama of the great Swedish playwright)
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Season Ticket Price: Students $1.00, All Others $2.00
October 24, 25---Much Ado About Nothing
by Shakespeare

sta
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---- Officer Willard Schmidt, retired ......"’’’’’’’’’’"""’’’.1
the Berkeley police force and
former assistant in the San Jose
Sate college Police SChOol, In now
head of the new Sacramento Junior
to the
college Police School, says Miss
Janet Schultzberg, secretary.
Mr. Schmidt, fingerprint expert
taught several practical polk.
courses while at this college.
College Haircuts
Ile will organize a department
A Specialty
In the Junior college similar to
that headed by William A. Wilt32 E. SAN ANTONIO ST.I
berger In this school.

NEW ENGLISH CLASS irom
OPEN TO STUDENTS
A new class in English Cornposition IC is being taught this
quarter by Dr. Lu Emily I’earson,
announces Dr. Raymond Barry,
head of the English department.
The class, offered at 3 o’clock
Tuesday and Thursday, will be
held in Room 7 of the main building, according to Dr. Barry.
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March 6, 7---A Modern Comedy
(To be chosen by popular ballot)

log
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April 24, 25 ---Mourning Becomes Electra
by Eugene O’Neill
(The most famous of American dramas. A triology of nine acts, Performances will start in late afternoon and continue after dinner)

May 22, 23 ---The Inspector General, by Gogol
or A New Release
(This last place is being reserved for either Gogol’s world famous
farce of mistaken identity or a new comedy not yet released,
such as THE MALE ANIMAL or LIFE WITH FATHER)

70
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SPARTANS PREPARE FOR
MONTANA;
TEXANS
A
E
1939 DEFEAT
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With several highly-rated new-

You can’t Judge a team by the
a single game, esPo rformance of
pecially an opener in the rain. So
don’t give up on the 1940 Spartans
yet, despite their sloppy play and
loss to TOXIS A. & I. Monday

comers .7*Iceking in at registration,

Frosh Grid
Prospects
Show Promise

Coach Charlie Walker has coin-

menced practice for his varsity and
I trash water poloist*.
I
At the same time Walker was in
for bad news. Dick Savage and Jim
night.
Curran, first stringers, will not reWhen the Spartans return to the
turn to school, and are contemFresh
footballers commenced
stadium for their next home ap- plating
competing for the Olympic their practice grind yesterday afpearance October 11 against San
Club who will play the Spartans ternoon at Spartan field with Head
Diego State, local football followduring the season.
Coach "Tiny" Hartranft and his
ers will probably see a much imGOALIE SITUATION
assistant, Fred Hamiow, looking
unit.
proved
According to Walker this wrecks over some of the brightest prosTrue, the 1940 unit misses its
his goalie situation. Savage, Cur- ’recta in years.
Bronzan. Zimmerman, PeregoY,
ran, and Del Armstrong, one of
The fresh face a six-game achedTitichenaLs, et als, but it still poslast year’s fresh stars who has ule, starting with a night game
sesses potential stars who need a
also dropped out of school, were against Salinas junior college on
little more work before blossomthe only ones capable of handling Friday, September 27, in the Cowing.
boy City.
All was not sorrow Monday the goalie post.
Among the 50 players answering
Although Walker loses his entire
night. For example Willie Wool
looked good on defense. Bud Ny- forward wall by graduation, as Hartranf Cs call to practice were
gren really packed the mall in that consolation his three back men, several who have won all-conferfourth period, Rex Pursell was ter- Captain Dean Foster, Leon Spar- ence honors. Some of the promising prospects who signed up are
rific on defense, Joe RIshwain,, row, and Claude Horan, return.
Lou Bowers, 185-pound guard from
John Allen, Kenny Cook, and Jim,
JAYCEE STARS
Wilson played themselves out
Three promising Jaycee stars South Gate; Tony De Wadt, 160,
against that big, speedy Texas have signed up, namely Bill Ha All-Honolulu halfback; Clif Franwall, and Truck Tornell, although of L. A. J. C., Charles London of ’corn, 185, backfield man from Venno Zimmerman or Peregoy at full- Long Beach, and Charles Whitaker tura; Vernon Cartwright, 190, hard
hitting quarterback from Glendale;
back, got off some nice punts.
of Fullerton J.C. Up from the
Aitother factor is brought to frosh comes Captain Gene Shiro- "Pete" Peterson, 180, backfield
light by Coach Winkelman, who koff, Ken Dallas, Jack Porter, and man from Hayward; Charlie Marshall, center from Salinas; Bill
has seen plenty of Texas. Ben Guy Wathen.
Pinnard, 6-foot 2-inch 210-pound
claims he never went through an
FRESIIMEN
tackle from Santa Cruz; Charles
early season grind without rain
Fresh prospects look good with
during his nine years in Texas. several former high school stars Uhrhammer, 205-pound tackle
The Texans were probably right at reporting. Among these are Victor irom Mountain View; "Hands"
home Monday night, and with an Huge, Dave Garcia. Parker Snow, Weidenhofer, all-city guard from
extra week of training behind and Dave Thompson of Sequoia HI, Lowell high in San Francisco; Forthem, were able to outlast the Allen Davis and Ed McClain of rest Michaelis. 170, end from Yosemite; and Bert Robinson, 170Spartans.
Palo Alto Hi. Marty Taylor, HarSo don’t give up yet, rooters, 1 old Dye, Phil Von Grey, Stan pound end from Campbell
Have the same spirit ready for I
i Matthews, Ed Rothwell, Dave *_
San Diego State, for you’ll see alMardork,
and Doran Nielsen of
NOTICE
lot better team out on the field on
iSan Jose HI, Don Thompson and
Oct. 11.
I Ed Edelman of Placerville, Morris
LOST: A white coin purse, with
Kahl of Coalinga, Byron Oliver of
Monterey, Joe Hunter of Arizona, a double flap, containing a chain
with four keys and a square gold
and Harry Cnylor of Venice DL
- ----- emblem. What money is in the
purse may be kept. June Phillips.
aviation plant,
15-GAME SKED
McDonald is busy arranging a
possible 15-game schedule, which
includes eight conference games,
one each against other members
I of the conference which has been
enlarged this year. New members
’are San Francisco State, and Cal
Aggies of Davis, who will join San
.lose, Stanford, California, U.S.F.,
and San Mateo, Menlo, and San
Francisco Jaycees to make up a
nine-team conference.
I
Players with previous varsity
Isoccer experience returning to McDonald are Rey Diederichsen, Ernie Figone, Gus Botta, Frank MarUlla, Angie Avila, Tony Nasimento, Harvey White. and Captain
Freddie Albright. Those with
spring practice experience, include
Usher Tucker, Ticky Vasconeellos,
FA Turner, Bill Cornea, Clarence
Russo, Hal Carruth, and Swede
I

Thirty-seven soccermen, preparlag for defense of their Northern
California

Intercollegiate confertitle, are practicing daily on
the San Carlos turf for their first

MIC0

encounter of the season, scheduled
with San Francisco State there,
Saturday morning, October 5.

Coach Hovey McDonald right
now is bemoaning the logs of four
star players who would have been
eligible for competition, but failed
to return to school. They are Fortune Meade,
who has married;
b Harrell, in training for the
Army Aviation Corps; and Ed
Crotser and Gene Robles, who are
working at a Southern California Smersfelt.

A SNAP TO GET AN "A"
IN THE NEW

RUMBA -- TANGO -- LA CONGA
CLASSES

250

AT THE RATE OF
PER PERSON
TO THE FIRST 50 SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS
TO SIGN UP THURSDAY 7:00 P.M. SEPT. 19
CATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTERI2 LESSONS $3
BILL VAN VLECKInstructingJEANETTE MEDVED

160 FOX TROT. WALTZ

100 TANGO
9:03 RUMBA, IA CONGA
TUESDAYTHURSDAY
’OVER ISO SUMMER STUDENTS ENJOYED OUR CLASSES"
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UI A TD

SLANTS POLOISTS START DRILL
mum

THIRTY-SEVEN
REPORT FOR
SOCCER SQUAD
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C LI

I
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The
"Flying Spartans"
just action in the second half, but a
couldn’t "take off" in their opener 60-yard quick idek by Mattingly
Monday night as Texas A. & I. and holed them deep in their own terbad weather combined to plaster ritory and took the steam out of
them with a 10 to 0 defeat, the the Spartan enthusiasm.
first suffered by a Spartan team
Texas’ Evans recovered another
in 14 games.
San Jose fumble near the close of
With the pressure of maintaining the third period on the Spartan 20.
a win streak decidedly off, Coaches The Javelinas worked the ball to
Ben Winkelman and "Pop" War- the four-yard line, from which
ner took their charges back to point Hilliard kicked his field goal.
work yesterday in preparation for ’
THREAT STOPPED
next week’s two-game hop to
San Jose’s lone threat came in
Butte, Montana, and Logan, Utah. the final seven minutes of play.
The Spartans meet Montana State , Pursell recovered a Texas fumble
on Tuesday, and Utah State on , on the Aggie 45. Bud Nygren and
Satuday. Both will be day games. Torriell smashed their way to the
Head Coach Winkelman plans to 20, Nygren featuring the drive
take 33 players on the trip. The with reverse runs of 7 and 9 yards.
party leaves from Mills Field Sun- A five-yard loss and three thwartday morning, and will return the ed pass plays forced San Jose to
following Sunday.
give up the ball on the 25.
Texas’ Mattingly, Steinke, Evans and company played a major lt
NO
part in the
e San Jose downfall, not
111
to mention Vargo, who scored the 41--only touchdown of the game, and
All freshmen and sophomore
Hilliard, who iced the game with
men interested in being managers
a third quarter field goal.
for soccer or football are asked to
AIR ATTACK FAILS
Frank
Bogged down in their running see Graduate Manager
attack, San Jose took to the air Carroll, in room 5 today.
in the second half with a slippery
football. Only one pass clicked,
All students entering this fall
Fred Lindsay to Aubrey Minter, who have not yet taken the physigood for 34 yards to the Texas 40 cal examination should sign for it
as the half time gun popped. But before Friday in the Health office,
even that was called back as the .Room 31.
Spartans accepted an offside penalty in exchange for one more I
I an, commuting daily from
Berkeley. Anyone interested In
Play.
i Cecil Evans, Texas left tackle, commuting or individual rides may
paved the way for both Texas contact me through the Pollee
scores. With a touchdown drive School office, S202.Dick Young.
ifrom the San Jose 44-yard line
.... : * : . : ... . . : .
03301)
apparently stopped on the 24-yard
DIAMONDS
4
line, Mattingly fumbled as he hit
left tackle. The ball squirted out
CHARLES S. GREGORY
of his arms and dribbled about ten
yards toward the Spartan goal line
)esigner of
with Evans falling on it for a first
Distinctive
Jewelry
down on the 14. Hall skirted his
own right end for 8 yards to the
speciay designed pins for
6 where Vargo went over on a 0
organizations. Best quality
perfectly
executed
quarterback
it prices that please.
’sneak. Hilliard place-kicked the
.xtra point.
607 First Net. Bank Bldg.
6th Floor
SPARTANS HOLED
San Jose came charging out for
.. : .. .:.
... :.:::::::::
;

EDGE

Lost: 1310 fiat pin. Return to
Roberts. 330 South Ninth

Bob

street.

LOST: Reversible tweed hood to
raincoat in the vicinity of stadium
on Monday night. Please return to
Lost and Found or Sally Anne
Nicholson, 25 So. 5th, phone Col’Hobbs 4664-W.

Student Body
Tuition Fee
Receipt Numbers
2000
2500
3000

500
1000
1500

a 403 1184.6
Sc.

and No. I
present you with Iwo
free tickets to dance with
May we

The HOWARD FREDERIC
BAND OF GOLD
FRIDAY AT THE

C.

91119.

%be .419

150/3
.P.1
S14.

910 ’CV
St1 or
SWI’
WI
allokx4,1495

Wommen’s Club
75 So.

I 1 th St. $:00 to 11:00

Se Campus Representative
Don
Knight. Friday afternoon 3 to 4 p.m.
in Publications office.

el-

soaotx1

HEROLD’S

seventy four south first street

1
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STUDENTS
MISTAKES COST
YOU MONEY
BUY WHERE
YOUR "PROFS" ORDER
BOOKS --- SUPPLIES
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